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Introduction 
 

The concepts developed within the transport and logistic sector are today in most cases built 

on the assumption that transports are physical. This White paper explores the idea that 

movement of goods, step-by-step is digitalized thru Additive Manufacturing (3D-printing). The 

White Paper also investigates the implications on transports, logistics, supply chains and the 

industrial system by introducing the transport digitalization framework. 

From: Supply Chains of Today 

 
The supply chain is a network with its roots in mass production where economies of scale and 

lower unit costs are key. Its size, global distribution and complexity makes it vulnerable to 

disturbances, difficult to optimize and slow to respond on changes in demand. Today there is an 

increasing pressure on the supply chain to become sustainable, predictable, seamless, and cost 

efficient. 

To: Just-In-Demand Chains of Tomorrow 

To offer highly customized dental crowns manufactured at, or close by, the dentist’s office is 

one example of a business impact when transports have been digitalized. It is also an example 

of how the supply chain can transform into a more demand driven, lean and sustainable 

network. 

 

A Just-In-Demand Chain supplies tailor-made products according to users (and things) explicit 

demand enabled by Additive Manufacturing (3D-printing). Classic waste such as over-

production, over-processing, inventory, waiting and transportation can be minimized. 
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About Additive Manufacturing 
 

What is AM – Additive Manufacturing? 

Additive manufacturing (AM) is a technology used for making solid objects in layers from a 

digital file without the need for a mold or a cutting tool. Often it is referred to as 3D-printing. 

AM is a broader term referring to the complete production method, which consists of the 

following four steps: 

 

 

Image: Additive Manufacturing is the process of creating objects from a digital representation with the aid of 3D- 

printing. 

 

 

 

 

Image: Time distribution between the different steps in Additive Manufacturing [20] 
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The AM Workflow 

CAD – Computer Aided Design 

Computer-aided design (CAD) is the backbone of AM. All 3D printing processes require the use 

of CAD software because it provides the instructions needed to build the object. 3D printers 

are governed by rules or instructions included in a CAD file. They use the information 

contained in a CAD file to determine how much material needs to be deposited and where, 

exactly, the material should be deposited.  

The CAD software can create, managing and manipulating different 3D geometric figures. 3D 

scanners can be used to digitize complex objects quickly and can speed up the design workflow. 

With the ability to capture and modify physical shapes, 3D printed parts can be designed that 

fit perfectly on existing products of all kinds. 

Pre-Processing 

Before the actual print-out of the part some preparations are needed such as converting the 

desired part geometries, contained in geometry files, for creation in an additive manufacturing 

system. The part or parts for a given build must be oriented in the build volume, packed, or 

nested, support structures added (if needed), and compensation applied for expected 

distortion during the build (if needed).  Pre-processing often also includes determining the build 

parameters to be used. In many cases, it also involves repairing the geometry files to be robust 

enough for slicing. Many other tasks such as creating special holes for material drainage, 

splitting parts to fit, and adding special features needed for post-processing are done. 

The parts are then sliced, and the tool path, mask, or deposition pattern calculated for each 

layer. These are the instructions that can be processed by a 3D printer to manufacture the 

corresponding model in either a bottom-up, top-down, or even left to right manner.  

Materials 

The design and manufacturing process of AM depend on the choice of material. The material 

plays a significant role because type, form, and state are linked to specific technologies. One of 

the oldest and most spread materials are polymers and metal. The current market share of 

polymer material is around 80% (Sculpteo, 2020). However, there is a rapidly growing number 

of 3D printing materials on the market are today such as polymers, metals, resins, rubbers, 

ceramics, glass, sand, concretes, food, live cells, biomaterials, and compound materials. There 

are also various forms such as powder, paste, wire, pellets, liquidity, or foil.  

The Senvol Material Database, which is the most comprehensive data base for industrial 

additive manufacturing materials listed 3250 materials (Senvol, 2021).  

The following four main groups of materials can be identified: metals, polymers, ceramics, and 

organic.  
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Image: Common materials used in Additive Manufacturing 

Polymers  

The most popular material is polymers or plastics and is used by desktop style printers that 

print objects with plastic. The most common filaments are PLA (Polylactic Acid), ABS BS 

(Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene), PETG (Polyethylene Terephthalate glycol) or NYLON. PLA is 

made from renewable resources such as sugar cane or corn starch. It is also called "green 

plastic". 

- Composite - Composite 3D prints with two separate nozzles, one with nylon or Onyx and one 

with carbon fiber / fiberglass that is embedded in the plastic which gives results with better 

strength in relation to weight than aluminum. 

Ceramic  

A 3D-written object made of ceramic is constructed of ceramic powder of alumina, then sealed 

with porcelain and silica and glazed. They have a shiny appearance, are heat-resistant, 

recyclable and food-safe. Sand is used mainly for the manufacturing of foundry molds. 

Metal 

Additive manufacturing with metal powder is the main technology to replace subtractive 

manufacturing. properties of AT manufactured components are greatly affected by the type of 

powder used. Metallic powders that can currently be used are Steel, Aluminum and Titanium 

with a number of new materials under development. 

Stainless steel is a versatile metal and is used in industrial contexts due to alloying elements 

such as nickel and cobalt which gives it elastic properties. Stainless steel to be one of the 

cheapest and strongest metals for 3D printing. 

Titanium (Ti64 or TiAl4V) is one of the most widely used materials for metal printing with 3D 

printers. Titanium has a versatility that is a very good property as it can print different types of 

strengths. It is mostly used today in the medical industry to manufacture prostheses and in the 
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automotive and aerospace industries for the manufacture of prototypes but also certain end 

products. Cobalt chrome 

Containing a very high specific strength, this metal alloy is mostly used to make dental implants, 

turbines and orthopedic implants. These are all applications where 3D printing has become a 

popular manufacturing method. 

Aluminum and aluminum-based alloys are a popular metal that is 3D printed for various 

industrial applications. 

Copper and bronze are most often not used in powder-based techniques and are used in and 

are not so advantageous choice for industrial purposes. 

Gold, silver and other precious metals can be 3D-prionted, are used mainly for medical, 

jewelry and electronics applications. 

Organic  

Waxes are mainly used for foundry casting for mechanical parts, art pieces and odontology (for 

the manufacturing of jewelry), there are several types of waxes that are currently available on 

the market. 

Tissue 3D printing has evolved to allow us to 3D print human tissue that is made from a gel 

structure, in which living cells are injected. The limit to this technology is the constant supply of 

blood needed that allows the cells to remain alive during the printing. 

Food. A recent trend in 3D printing is in the creation of chocolate, cheese and frosting 

foodstuffs that can be printed. Also” protein meat” has been printed.  

3D-printing  

In recent years, there has been an enormous increase of hardware manufacturers for AM 

devices, with about 130 different hardware manufacturers on the market in 2020 (AMFG, 

2020). These are not just start-ups with new technologies that are entering the market, but 

instead also established companies with continuous upgrades of their machines and processes, 

resulting in a variety of different and even faster and more reliable machines. Besides the high-

end industrial systems, a wide range of desktop 3D printers has been developed, and a transfer 

of industrial features (e.g., heated chamber or dual extrusion) can be observed, resulting in a 

better quality of printing. They have become a vital part of the industrial AM landscape as an 

entry-point into AM production. 

The most commonly spread systems are polymer and metal based. In 2019, 72 % of the 

companies studied used polymer-based, and 49 % used metal-based AM-systems (Ernst & 

Young, 2019). The categorized AM processes focus on homogeneous material. Recent 

developments are in the field of processes that handle multiple materials (Zhang et al., 2018) to 

form composite systems, especially fiber-reinforced composites.  

Building physical 3D geometries by successive adding of the material makes the products 

properties highly dependent on the type of machine and AM process. Regarding the process 

used to join the material, the 3D-printers are classified in different categories: 
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Image: Types of 3D-printing techniques and materials 

Polymerization is the process of solidifying a photopolymer layer by layer to form a 3D-object. 

An ultraviolet (UV) light or laser is used to cure or harden the resin where required, whilst a 

platform moves the object being made downwards after each new layer is cured. 

Binder jetting uses two materials; a powder-based material and which is fused together using a 

binder, to form the three-dimensional object. To create a layer of an object a blade pushes the 

powder out of the reservoir and spreads it over the printing surface to create a thin layer. A 

print head, like the one found in a 2D inkjet printer, then applies the binder to the layer to 

solidify and bind it to the previous one. 

Metal Binder Jetting (MBJ) has strong roots in Gothenburg [18] as it originates from research 

projects at RISE IVF (Swerea IVF) that started in the 1990’s, that lead to foundation of Digital 

Metal, acquired by Höganäs in 2012. The MBJ process has secured its position as a technology 

for mass production (series of up to 40 000 pcs/year) of small components with high surface 

quality, resolution, and tolerances, not possible to achieve with alternative additive 

technologies.  

Material extrusion. Material is drawn through a nozzle, where it is heated and is then 

deposited layer by layer. The nozzle can move horizontally, and a platform moves up and down 

vertically after each new layer is deposited. It is a commonly used technique used on many 

inexpensive, domestic and hobby 3D printers. The speed at which the model can be 

manufactured depends on its size, complexity, and the resolution to be used. The technology 

itself prints layer by layer, where the layer thickness varies from printer to printer. The 

technology supports working materials in the form of polymers such as ABS, polyamide, 

polycarbonate, polyethylene, polypropylene, and precision casting in wax. Fuse deposition 

modelling (FDM) is a common material extrusion process and is trademarked by the company 

Stratasys.  

Powder bed fusion (PBF) methods use either a laser or electron beam to melt and fuse material 

powder together. Electron beam melting (EBM), methods require a vacuum but can be used 

with metals and alloys in the creation of functional parts. All PBF processes involve the 

spreading of the powder material over previous layers. There are different mechanisms to 

enable this, including a roller or a blade. A hopper or a reservoir below of aside the bed provides 

fresh material supply. Direct Metal Laser Sintering (DMLS) is the same as SLS, but with the use 

of metals and not plastics. The process sinters the powder, layer by layer. Selective Heat 
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Sintering differs from other processes by way of using a heated thermal print head to fuse 

powder material together. As before, layers are added with a roller in between fusion of layers. 

A platform lowers the model accordingly. 

The Powder Bed Fusion process includes the following commonly used printing techniques: 

Direct metal laser sintering (DMLS), Electron beam melting (EBM), Selective Heat Sintering 

(SHS), Selective Laser Melting (SLM) and Selective Laser Sintering (SLS). 

Post Processing 

Today the post-processing accounts for nearly 30% of the cost of production (Wohlers 2021), 

mostly because it today is manual. The lack of automation has of course implications for the 

production economy of printed parts and for companies looking to expand and scale their 

operations, this is a bottleneck in the production chain. Post-processing is at the time of writing 

this report a hot topic in the AM world. One recent example of the investments in DyeMansion, 

the manufacturer of post-processing solutions raised in 2021 funds of 14 million to accelerate 

the production of finished parts. 

Today the post-processing technique vary depending on the printing process but usually one or 

serval of the following steps are needed: cleaning, hardening, finishing, coloring, or fixing. 

 

Image: Distribution of post-processing methods used with 3D-printing. [19] 

Cleaning  

Removing support material (FDM and Material Jetting) When printing models with overhang 

on FDM or other material jetting technologies, support structures that hold up the overhanging 

features are needed and after printing they need to be removed 

  

Image: Powder removal (SLS and Powder Bed Fusion) 
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Models printed using powder bed fusion (SLS, etc) are fabricated using plastic or metal 

powders. Residues of powder can cling to or remain in the model, for example in holes or more 

complex internal channels inside the model. Excess powder can be removed manually but 

automated solutions have arrived on the market that vibrate or rotate to remove access 

powder. This 3D printing post-processing technique works like some sort of a centrifuge 

rotating the part in all 3 dimensions. 

Washing (SLA and Photopolymerisation) 

Parts that are printed with SLA or other photopolymerisation needs to be cleaned after 

printing. Today only a few printer manufacturers are offering post-processing washing 

machines that are seamlessly integrated in their print process line up. 

Curing or hardening 

Many methods for post-curing exist, from curing simply with light (natural sunlight, UV nail 

salons, UV curing stations, DIY UV cure boxes, etc.) to using both light and heat. Heat 

accelerates the process and enables even more complete bond formation, resulting in increases 

in material properties. 

Surface Finishing 

After the washing, cleaning, removing support or excess material and curing, different 

processes are available to make the model look nicer aesthetically. This is especially relevant 

when the object is geared towards consumer markets. 

Sanding, Layer lines or touchpoints where support structure was attached to the model can be 

removed by carefully sanding the surface of the model, using sanding paper with varying grit: 

from low too high for finishing. Aside from being labor intensive, manual sanding can create 

inconsistent results. With automated polishing, this can be avoided. Layer lines are particularly 

visible on 3D models produced using layering techniques (like FDM). 

Vapour or Chemical Smoothing. Sometimes chemicals are used to smoothen the model surface. 

The vapours react with the outer layer of the object. The layer lines are melted away, leaving a 

smooth outer layer while giving the model a glossy look.  

Painting 

In some cases, 3D models can be printed using coloured material and with multi-material 

printing (multi-) coloured prints can be made. But one can also opt for colouring during the 

post-processing phase.  

Parts that need colouring would ideally be printed using white material. Before the model is 

painted a layer of primer is usually applied. Painting can be done manually using a brush or 

spray. There are Machines that automate spraying of parts. 
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The strengths and weaknesses of AM 

 
Table: Comparison between traditional and additive manufacturing on various dimensions [1]  
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Strengths of AM 

The economy of one – small production series 

AM does not benefit from economies of scale. The behavior of AM costs over units produced, 

benefit from an initial reduction in manufacturing costs but then the trend stabilizes. AM is 

therefore a more economically suitable technology for small to medium volume productions. 

AM today is therefore most used in situations like rapid prototyping, small-batch production 

and the creation of personalized items, like patient-specific implants.  

     

 

 

 

 

 

Image: The graph illustrates economics of 

Additive Manufacturing Compared to 

traditional manufacturing methods.  

(Source: Wohler Report 2021 [20] 

Complex geometries 

In traditional manufacturing there is a direct connection between complexity of the design and 

time to manufacture (=costs). With AM there is almost no limitation in the complexity of the 

geometry and no need to produce any manufacturing tools such as forming tools, jigs or 

holders. This property of AM is what some authors refers to as “complexity-for-free”. In many 

cases, AM allows the engineers to make a better performing part, because it enables 

geometries that are desirable but that can’t be made with conventional manufacturing. Some of 

the applications of AM that have exciting benefits for improved product performance include 

light weighting, high strength to weight ratio, heat transfer and fluid flow, and energy 

absorption. Even if the requirement on movability of a part in relation to standing parts exists, 

e.g., ball and socket joint, the production with AM can be done completely as a single monolithic 

structure. For example, the wrench in picture B has captive parts with clearances so it cannot 

be dis-assembled. 

A)                                                                      B) 

             

Images:  A) A complex part that would be expensive to produce with conventional manufacturing methods. [12] 

                    B) A fully functional 3D-printed Wrench. Sean Kerslake (2016). Grabcad.com 
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Customization and personalization 

The combined strength of small series production and the ability to produce complex 

geometries results in a high ability to produce customization. In traditional manufacturing 

methods, high level of customization often results in prohibitive manufacturing costs. This is 

due to high investment in modifications of the manufacturing line.  

Design for function instead of manufacturability (DFMA) 

Many AM practitioners highlights that AM frees the designers from the mass-production 

focused mindset. The layer-based additive nature allows for higher degrees of customization 

and complex geometries. These provide the designer with the flexibility to integrate features 

into complex parts without the simplification needed for most conventional mass production 

methods. This freedom and flexibility mean that designers can conceptually think much 

differently when working in AM 

A methodology for analyzing manufacturing and assembly is known as Design for Manufacture 

and Assembly (DFMA [2]). The model is made up of a few questions that help engineers and 

manufacturers begin the assembly consolidation process. The first step is to focus on the 

function of the part/assembly. The engineer needs to question the assumptions that led to the 

original design made using traditional manufacturing asking the following questions: 

• Does the part need to move relative to the parts assembled? 

• Are multiple materials needed for the part function? 

• Does the part need to be separated for assembly or disassembly? 

• Are multiple parts needed to satisfy this requirement? 

• Can a single part satisfy this requirement? 

In other words, are multiple parts truly needed for the part to function properly? Are there 

other solutions, such as lattice structures (or other complex geometries), that could be 

incorporated into a design that could essentially serve the same function while reducing the 

number of parts and materials required overall? 

Due to the freedom during the design, the function of the part or assembly moves forward into 

focus and becomes of importance instead of focusing on adjusting the needs to manufacturing.  
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Weaknesses of AM 

 

Source: Jabil's 3D Printing Trends Report 2021 [19] 

Skills gap 

AM creates an object by adding materials layer by layer, this process is a very different 

approach from most traditional forms of manufacturing, which remove or subtract material. 

AM has also its own considerations, whether it is the materials selection, support or build 

strategy, or choice of which process to use for a given project. Since AM is so different from 

traditional manufacturing many designers and production engineers simply don't have the right 

skills. 

Small dimensions 

3-D printers are only capable of producing an object that is smaller than the size of the printer 

casing. This places restrictions of the size of objects that can be manufactured. Without a large 

enough printer, sometimes a product’s parts are manufactured in segments; however, this 

requires additional time to assemble the parts of the finished good, which starts to deter from 

the advantages.  

Industrialization and Scaling 

There is an ecosystem around the printing process that need to be developed to support 

industrialization and scaling of the production. For example, the handling of material is tedious, 

and the majority of post-processing operations is still a heavily manual process, requiring 

skilled operators to perform key tasks where the manual methods to manage the post-

processing stage significantly increase lead times and production costs. The lack of automation 

in the post-processing is often considered as a key bottleneck for companies looking to scale 

their AM operations.  
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Low production speed 

In comparison to traditional mass production, AM machining slow which affects its production 

volume capability. Although the change time between production runs in AM does not exist, 

the production output trails in comparison to conventional mass production run times. Speed 

of printing is an important performance factor to produce volume and a key challenge that 

prevents AM from being a viable means of manufacturing in many cases. While 3-D printing is 

fast in comparison to standard manufacturing at times (e.g., in the production of prosthetics) it 

still takes hours and even days depending on size to produce a product and cannot match the 

production volume of, for example, injection moulding. 

Speed in AM is influenced by aspects such as build orientation, design, number of print heads, 

ability to print multiple materials, size of the object, nozzle size for material deposition, work 

areas laser cutters, and high-speed motors to accelerate printer heads etc. 

Costs  

The graph below illustrates quite well the current challenges when it comes to costs for AM. 

Worth noticing is that qualification and certification costs are today considered as the biggest 

cost barriers in adopting 3D-printers. 

 

Source: Jabil's 3D Printing Trends Report 2021 [19] 

Standards and regulations 

With new technology, often the rules and regulations do not move at the pace of innovation. 

Regulation of 3-D printing has already been brought into question. For example, in 2013, the 

design for a plastic handgun was freely available on the internet. Essentially, if a CAD design is 

available and there is a printer available large enough to print the item, then the product can be 

easily, and without restriction, brought into existence. The 3-D printed gun was especially 

concerning as it could not be detected by metal detectors and, if printed by someone with 

malicious intent, could be a threat to public safety. As the limits of 3-D printing continue to be 

tested and new issues become known, regulations and government intervention could restrict 

who can perform 3-D printing and what can be printed.  
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How is AM used today? 

Installed Industrial AM systems 

Wohlers has in collaboration with 3D-printing manufactures manage to estimate, by 

percentage, the industrial AM systems installed in countries around the world.  

 

Source: Wohlers Report 2021 [20]. 

The estimates are cumulative totals from the technology's inception to 2020. Used system 

sales have been excluded from the estimates so that machines are not counted more than once. 

Many of the manufactures of AM systems generously contributed the data used to present this 

information. Based on this information Wohlers estimates that since 2007 185 000 industrial 

3D-printers has been sold. An industrial 3D-printer is defined to cost more than 50 000 SEK. 

The Use of AM by industry  

Automotive  

In the automotive industry, 3D Printing 

technique have made phenomena to bring 

new possibilities, allowing for lighter and 

more complex structures. Designing parts 

with organic geometries often found in 

nature, for instance, can eliminate material 

from the part—reducing the weight of a 

vehicle—while maintaining (and sometimes 

improving) the structural integrity needed for 

safety. Light weighting has become even more 

important with EV development, any bit of weight saved or improved distribution of weight on 

its axles helps prolong battery life. 
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Ford is a leader in the use of 3D printing technology also apply 3D printing technology to 

produce prototype and engine parts. Porsche is big into 3D printing already producing parts for 

its inventory of cars using an ‘additive laser fusion process’. Whilst the process might not be 

ready to mass produce 3D-printed seats and pistons just yet, there’s still plenty of room for 

testing. The latest Porsche-printed item is a complete housing for an electric drive unit. BMW 

uses 3D printing technology to produce hand-tools for automotive testing and assembly. 

Meanwhile, AUDI has collaborated with SLM Solution Group AG to produce spare parts and 

prototypes. Consequently, by using 3D printing technology in automotive industry enable the 

companies to try various alternatives and emphasize right in the improvement stages, 

prompting ideal and effective automotive design. At the same time, 3D printing technology can 

reduce the wastage and consumption of the materials. Moreover, 3D printing technology can 

reduce costs and time, therefore, it allows to test new designs in a very fast time. For instance, 

Local Motor printed the first 3D-printed electric car in 2014. 

Aerospace  

Aerospace applications are well suited for AM. Reducing the weight of a part with 1 kg will save 

1000 000 SEK in fuel cost during the lifetime of the airplane. AM can also build complex parts 

that increase efficiency and performance of the parts. For example, many aerospace 

components are today produced in very expensive materials and requires a huge amount of 

machining leaving only the frames of the material. Until now the cost of producing brackets in 

titanium have been too high due to material waste cost and slower machining operations. By 

introducing AM titanium material, the weight could be reduced by 40 percent due to the lower 

density of titanium without increasing the total cost of producing the component.  

The aerospace industry was therefore an early adopter of AM. Boeing and Bell Helicopter 

began to use polymer AM parts for non-structural production applications in the mid-1990s. 

Airbus, Honeywell Aerospace, Lockheed Martin, and Northrop Grumman are major users of 

AM. NASA, the European Space Agency, SpaceX, and others are using AM to produce igniters, 

injectors, and combustion chambers for rocket engines.  

GE Aviation has been a trailblazer in using AM for final parts in the aerospace industry which 

has spilled of to Cytiva (one of the interviewed companies) in Uppsala. Today GE Aviation has 

produced tens of thousands of metal AM fuel nozzles for its LEAP jet engine. Boeing, a 

purchaser of parts from GE Aviation, claims that using AM is saving 20-30 million SEK for each 

787 Dreamliner used over its lifespan. Today Boeing has more than 70,000 3D-printed polymer 

and metal parts flying on its aircraft today. It gained FAA certification in 2017 for the first 

structural titanium part made using DED from Norsk Titanium. The company has since 

increased its use of AM parts on the 787 Dreamliner and other platforms. 

Also production of spare parts has attracted the aerospace industry. In August 2020, 

Honeywell Aerospace received FAA certification for its first flight-critical engine part made by 

AM. The company has aggressively pursued AM to produce on-demand spare parts due to the 

high cost of supporting old aircrafts. The certified part is a bearing housing for the ATF3-6 

turbofan engine. About a dozen of these engines are still in service, making AM ideal for 

replacement parts.  
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Dental  

Traditionally dental crowns and bridges have been made using 

a solid body of metal and/or ceramic covered with veneering 

ceramics. Additive manufacturing strengths in custom, short-

run, cost effective and complex manufactured parts has made 

it to a success story in the dental industry where examples are: 

Replace or repair a damaged tooth: The dentist scans the 

patient’s mouth with a small digital wand. This creates a 3D 

image of the teeth and gums so the dentist can digitally design 

the tooth repair and print the finished product on a 3D printer. 

Create an orthodontic model: Traditionally technology has required that the patient had to bite 

down on gooey, uncomfortable clay so it could harden into a mold, which becomes the initial 

model for designing a treatment for braces or Invisalign. With 3D-printing the dentist scans the 

teeth, design an orthodontic appliance, and print the end result in-house. 

Produce crowns, bridges, caps, dentures and more: The same process outlined above can be 

used to 3D print all kinds of dental implants. The only difference is the precise material used in 

the printing process. 

Construct surgical tools: Not only can 3D printers handle the dental implants themselves, but 

they can also 3D print the drill guides needed to complete certain dental procedures. 

Consumer Goods 

The consumer products/electronics category covers a broad range of products, including 

mobile phones, home electronics, kitchen appliances, hand tools, apparel, and toys. These 

industries typically produce products in large volumes, and product life cycles are relatively 

short. The combination of short lived, mass-produced consumer goods and 3D printing may not 

seem like the most natural fit, but retailers and designers believe the purpose of creating 

consumer products by using 3D printing technology is not to duplicate current products, but to 

improve product design by offering personalized and unique products to customers. AM also 

enables an acceleration of product and business development by supporting rapid design 

optimization and iteration for the companies to test new business models based on 

digitalization. AM empowering new products with high part complexity, low production 

volumes, mass customization and new digital business models.  

Several footwear manufactures are 

using AM to produce custom products 

beyond the capability of conventional 

design and manufacturing processes. 

Big companies like Nike, New Balance 

and Adidas are striving to development 

the mass production of 3D printed 

shoes. Nowadays, 3D printed shoes are 

produced for athlete's shoes, custom 

made shoes and sneakers.  

Image: Adidas Futurecraft 4D shoe with a 3D printed mid-sole. Source: StockX 
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Power & Energy  

The power and energy industry represents machinery used to generate and transfer power 

from natural resources. This includes oil, gas, wind, solar, and other sources. This industry has 

been quietly adopting AM over the past several years. A few examples where AM has been 

used are:  

Vestas, a Danish manufacturer of wind turbines, is using AM to support the production of 

turbine blades up to 67 m in length. The company has done a clamp tool which is used to rotate 

a blade from horizontal to vertical. The parts are built in TPU in 23 hours HP Jet Fusion 

Machine. Using AM reduces production time by 98%, compared to injection molding (Vestas) 

Within the oil and gas industry, Ulterra manufactures rotors and stators for down-hole drilling. 

By partnering with ExOne, its goal is to extend the life of parts to reduce downtime when 

changing broken parts and tools. Ulterra and ExOne have created a part that is less expensive 

and has a longer life. 

Military & Defense  

At Swedish Armed Forces' research institute, FOI, a growing interest in using additive 

manufacturing in the military even if the competence and experience is in a growth period 

today. The clearest application of 3D printing is in spare part supply applications where It's 

about costs and values. At home, the costs can be minimal for a spare part but in the field the 

value increases enormously as resources are limited. But it can also be used to solve problems 

that are encountered out in the field. For example, in Afghanistan, US troops discovered that 

the valve on vehicle tires often broke due to the rocky ground. Because they had equipment for 

additive manufacturing, a protective cover was designed for the valves - which was then 

printed out and tested with good results. 

Architecture & construction  
The architecture, engineering, and 

construction industry is a good illustration 

how AM is slowly spreading thru the value 

chain of an industry. Among Architects AM 

techniques are mature and has become 

widely adopted with significant impact on 

architectural design and work methods. The 

toolbox rages from 3D printing of small-scale 

models for sketching of ideas to visualizations 

and presentations for an important client 

presentation.  

However, on the manufacturing side it is still in its in their infancy. AM machines are used in 

trials to directly fabricate structural parts, interior decor, some mechanical components and 

molds. An on the largest scale complex machinery placed on site to produce the actual buildings 

with 3D concrete printing. At AM-dagarna in Kista one of the presentations done by a Swedish 

initiative illustrated how the had to invent most of the things needed to 3Dprint a house from 

finding the right consistency on the concreate to inventing the concreate 3D-printer. 
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Electric & Electronic 

As 3D printing becomes more and more accessible to sciences, technology and manufacturing 

fields, the manufacturers are starting to see its potential realized in all sorts of interesting 

ways. Nowadays, various 3D printing technologies have already been used broadly for 

structural electronic devices like active electronic materials, electrode and devices with mass 

customization and adaptive design through embedding the conductors into 3D printed devices. 

The production process for the 3D electrode by utilizing the Fused Deposition Modelling of 3D 

printing technique provides low-cost and a time efficient approach to mass producing 

electrode materials. Compared to commercial electrodes such as aluminum, copper and carbon 

electrodes, the design and surface area of the 3D electrode can be easily customized to suit a 

particular application. Furthermore, 3D printing process for the 3D electrode is fully 

automated, with a high degree of precision, made it possible to complete the printing process 

for eight 8 electrodes in just 30 minutes [75]. In addition, active electronic components are any 

electronic devices or components capable of amplifying and controlling the flow charges of 

electric. Besides, active devices also include those that can generate power. Examples of active 

electronic components include silicon-controlled rectifiers, transistors, diodes, operational 

amplifiers, light-emitting diodes (LEDs), batteries and so on. These components normally 

require highly elaborate fabrication processes compared to those used for passive components 

due to their complex functionalities [76]. 3D printing technology provides advantages for 

processing of product along with its electronics. With multi-material printing technology, the 

efficiency of electronic system may possibly be adopted in Industry Revolution 4.0, N. 

Shahrubudin et al. / Procedia Manufacturing 35 (2019) 1286–1296 1293 Author name / 

Procedia Manufacturing 00 (2016) 000–000  

Medical  

Every human body is different, yet most medical devises are today made in standard sizes. In 

the medical industry implants are high-value products and many of them are manufactured 

using traditional manufacturing techniques and expensive materials such as titanium alloys. 

The ability to manufacture intrinsic geometries which can promote bone in-growth, together 

with low costs for waste material, are some of the drivers for this industry. Serial production of 

implants with AM are in place and hospital-based manufacturing, also called point of care 

manufacturing is developing rapidly. 

Surgeons were among the earliest adopters off AM. AM applications based on personalization 

include anatomic modeling, virtual surgical planning and templating and patient specific 

implants. When for example needing to repair bones or replace the joints, surgeons often face 

complicated anatomical structures that require problem solving surgeries. Anatomic modeling 

with AM has proved to contribute greatly. Physical anatomic models are produced after 

converting medical imaging data into a suitable 3D format. 

At the conference AM-dagarna the biomedical 3D printing was presented. 3D printing 

technology can used to print 3D skin, drug and pharmaceutical research, bone and cartilage, 

replacement tissues, organ, printing for cancer research and models for visualization, 

education, and communication.  

It is quite clear that the main application within this industry is in the early phases of the value 

chain which includes, ideation, research and development. Examples of 3D Printing technology 

for biomedical products such as: 
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• 3D printing technology can replicate the natural structure of the skin with the lower cost. 3D 

printed skin can be used to test pharmaceutical, cosmetics, and chemical products. Therefore, it 

is unnecessary to use the animal skin to test the products. Consequently, it will help the 

researcher to get accurate result by using replicate the skin. 

• By using 3D printing technology to print drug can increase efficiency, accurate control of 

dropped size and dose, high reproducibility and able to produce dosage form with complex 

drug-release profiles. 

• 3D printing technology can print cartilage and bone to replace bony voids in the cartilage or 

bone that caused by trauma or disease [66]. This treatment is different options from using 

auto-grafts and allografts because this treatment focuses on to generate bone, maintain, or 

improve its function by using in vivo. 

• 3D printing technology also can be used to replace, restore, maintain, or improve the tissues’ 

function. The replacement tissues produced by 3D printing technology have the 

interconnected pore network, biocompatible, appropriate surface chemistry and has good 

mechanical properties. 

• 3D printing technology also can be used to print out similar organ failure caused by critical 

problems such as disease, accidents, and birth defects. 

• 3D printing technologies can form highly controllable cancer tissues model and shows great 

potential to accelerate cancer research. By using 3D printing technology, the patients can get 

more reliable and accurate data. 

• 3D printout models can use in the learning process to help neurosurgeons practicing surgical 

techniques. By using 3D model, it can improve accuracy, can take the short time to the trainer 

when performing clinical procedure, and provides opportunities for training surgeons hands-

on, as the 3D model is a simulation of a real patient’s pathological condition. 

Food 

The food industry is clearly in the ideation phase. At present there is a growing demand for the 

development of customized food for specialized dietary needs, such as athletes, children, 

pregnant woman, patient and so on which requires a different amount of nutrients by reducing 

the amount of unnecessary ingredients and enhancing the presence of healthy ingredients. 

However, the development of customized foods must be conducted in a very detailed and 

inventive way, which is where the adoption of 3D-food printing appears. Food layer 

manufacture also known as 3D-food printing fabricated through the deposition of successive 

layers by layer derived directly from computer-aided design data [49]. By using 3D printing 

technology, specific materials can be mixed and processes into various complicated structures 

and shape [59]. Sugar, chocolate, pureed food and flat food such as pasta, pizza and crackers 

can be used to create new food items with complex and interesting designs and shape. 3D 

printing technology is a high-energy efficiency technology for food production with 

environmentally friendly, good quality control and low cost. 3D-food printing can be healthy 

and give benefit for human because it creates new process for food customization and can 

adjust with individual preferences and needs. By allowing food preparation and ingredients to 

be automatically adjusted to the consumer’s information, it would be possible to have diets 

which enforce themselves without need to exercise [49].  
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The speed of growth 

The question “How fast is AM developing?” and “has it crossed the chasm” is key since the 

adoption is driving how fast transports are digitalized and impacts logistics/supply chain.  

The leading authority within the field of AM is Wohlers Associates. Wohlers has been following 

the development of AM during the last 26 years and publishes yearly there Wohlers Report. 

Wohlers Report provides trends, perspectives and forecasts for decision making, education 

and knowledge acceleration where this this is their answer to the question How “fast is AM 

developing?”:  

“It took the AM industry 20 years to reach $1 billion in size. Five years 

later, the industry generated its second $1 billion. Over the past 10 

years (2011- 2020), the industry grew by more than $11 billion. At 

nearly $12.8 billion in revenue in 2020, the industry is expected to 

grow by more than 3.5 times to $47 billion by 2026 and by about 

nine times to $115 billion by 2030.” 
 

Wohlers Report 2021 
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A second source to the answer the question “How fast is AM developing?” is provided by Hubs. 

Hubs is an online manufacturing platform that provides companies with access to a global 

network of manufacturing companies. Users can upload their design, receive a quote, and start 

production. To date, Hubs has produced more than 6 million parts, using various manufacturing 

technologies, including CNC machining, 3D printing, sheet metal fabrication and injection 

molding.  

Hubs [15] has summarized data reported by nine reputable market analyst firms that evaluated 

the additive manufacturing market segment in 2020, including revenue from 3D printing 

systems, software, materials and services, but excludes internal corporate investments in 3D 

printing technologies. It was constructed based on publicly available information and it 

provides the best estimate of the current size and future potential of the global 3D printing 

market by combining data from different sources. 

 

Graph: Summarized data reported by nine market analyst firms that evaluated the additive manufacturing market 

segment in 2020, including revenue from 3D printing systems, software, materials and services, Source:  [15] 

 

The global 3D printing market in 2020 was estimated at $12.6bn on average, ranging from 

$8.4bn to $16.6bn. These widely varying predictions are largely tied to the report publication 

date in relation to the impact of the coronavirus outbreak. Reports published nearer to the 

beginning of 2020 tend to offer a more optimistic viewpoint compared to forecasts later in the 

year. Over the next three years, on average, analysts expect the 3D printing market to grow by 

17 percent year-over-year, again lower than predictions made in 2019 and even lower than 

2020, but continue the trend of growth, reaching $37.2bn in 2026. 
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Why is JID the next big thing in 

transport digitalization research? 
 

Just-In-Demand Logistics will be the next big thing because: 

1. The timing is right - AM is crossing the chasm from use within research & development 

to industrial manufacturing  

2. JID will impact the transport and logistic industry  

3. JID contributes to sustainability objectives 

1. AM is moving from R&D to Mass-Manufacturing 

AM has been around for decades without having any major impact on transports or logistics 

and the graph below illustrates the general opinion among AM practicians. Almost half of 

respondents see benefits in using 3D printing in design, and a little under 60% use it for 

prototyping. The advantages of additive manufacturing in the design and prototyping process 

are well-documented. Whereas producing a functional prototype with traditional 

manufacturing methods can take weeks – even months – with 3D printing, designers and 

engineers can often create a working prototype in 24 hours or less. This is helps to significantly 

speed up the design process. It is within these areas AM has its roots and this most mature. 

 

 
Source: Jabil's 3D Printing Trends Report 2021 [19] 

 

However, based on the literature reviews, interviews, on site visits, reports, web articles and 

listening in on AM-conferences is clear that the growth today is taking place within industrial 

manufacturing. Since AM was at the peak of inflated expectations (Gartners Hype Curve) 

2010-2014 the usage of AM has started to shift, from being a tool for visualization and 

prototyping to large scale industrial manufacturing of components and products. AM is 

“crossing the chasm” as Everett Rogers would have phrased it. 

As the AM technology is driven by the early majority toward large-scale industrial 

manufacturing, it will start to impact downstream activities such the logistic and the transports, 

sales and aftermarket. The change will not be a landslide and conventional manufacturing 

methods will co-exist for a long period of time, but the timing is right for RISE MoS to research 

this area. 
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Image: A heatmap of how different industries are using Additive Manufacturing across the value chain. The green 

color illustrates the degree of maturity where darker is more active, lighter indicated less activity. It is a clear pattern 

of diffusion down the value chain where growth today is moving from applications within R&D to industrial 

manufacturing. 

2. AM will impact the transport and logistic industry 

The shift of Added Manufacturing towards large scale industrial applications will have 

downstream implications on the structure of the supply chain, transports, and logistics. 

Estimates of the size of the global logistics industry in 2019 range from $4.96 trillion to $9.30 

trillion [3]. That means that moving and storing goods around the planet accounts for anywhere 

from 5.6% to 10.6% of global GDP.  

A digitalization of transport does not only affect transports, which is the most significant 

logistics cost (58%), but also inventory (23%) and warehousing (11%); which jointly account for 

92% of all logistics costs. 

 

Image: Cost distribution of logistics costs by function from two different sources: [3] [10] 
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The Framework: Six levels of digitalization of physical transports 

Electrification and autonomous vehicles are a hot topic within the transport industry compared 

to AM. The Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) defines six levels of driving automation, 

from SAE Level Zero (no automation) to SAE Level 5 (full vehicle autonomy). It is the industry’s 

most-cited reference for automated-vehicle capabilities.  

Inspired by “SAE 6 Levels of Driving Automation” and Alan Sam Babys article “3D Printing and 

Supply chain [1]” the following framework for analyzing transport digitalization was developed. 

The framework is used to analyze the characteristics of the stages in transformation of physical 

transport digitalization and to identify stakeholders, positioning, and further research. 

 

 

Image: Six levels of physical transport digitalization, the levels are inspired by SAE Six Levels of Driving Automation   

 

Image: A framework to describe the characteristics of the stages in the digital transformation of physical transports. 

The level connection to supply chain is inspired by Alan Sam Babys article “3D Printing and Supply chain [1] 
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 Level 0 – No digitalization of transports 

 

In Level 0 - All transports are physical and manual with no digital support. 

The Supply Chain – the context for goods transports 

The current supply chains have developed over the last centuries, propelled by several 

industrial revolutions. Today consumer devices, buildings, cars, aircraft, furniture and all the 

things that make up the modern world are delivered by supply chains.  

In a supply chains companies are interacting to gradually turn raw materials into what we 

recognize as a product. For example, a car typically contains 1,800 unique components and up 

to 6,000 to 8,000 parts.  

 

Image: A car is built up by thousands of parts and components. Source [12] 

The automotive industry is for example characterized by complex and closely interlocked 

logistics chains where OEM stands for original equipment manufacturer. For example, Scania 

and Volvo is an OEM for trucks while Samsung and Bosch are an OEM for electronics. They 

handle the design, branding, and overall scope of the product.  

Instead of producing all components in-house, the OEM procure the equipment and the 

individual modules from Tier 1 suppliers. Hence a tier 1 supplier is a manufacturer that deal 

directly with OEM companies. Tier 1 are often larger global companies where you may 

recognize names like Bosch, ZF or BASF. 

Tier 1 suppliers will in turn assemble components from specialized component suppliers. It’s 

simplest to identify a Tier 2 supplier as the sources where the Tier 1 suppliers get their 

materials. Tier 3 suppliers are one step further removed from a final product and typically work 

closely with the provider of raw materials like steel, aluminum or cotton. 
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The Tier boundaries are not always clearly defined. A supplier may thus be both Tier 1 and Tier 

2 – for example a business might deliver antenna modules to both OEMs and Tier 1 suppliers. 

Though Bosch is primarily a tier 1 supplier for the automotive industry, they are also well 

known for their electronic products.  That means they’re also an OEM.  

Level 1 – Digitalization for assistance 

 

In Level 1 - All transports are still physical, but the transport system is assisted with 

digitalization and automation such as AI, IoT, autonomous vehicles, digital bills of Lading & 

Trade, blockchains, and self-driving drones.  

Digitalization to handle complexity 

To balance supply and demand in a physical supply chain is a challenge especially if it is global 

and consists of many tiers. A 2018 survey found that the biggest challenge for global supply 

chain executives was visibility, with 21.8 percent of respondents selecting this response. 

Fluctuating customer demand was second, with 19.7 percent, while management was lowest 

with 1.3 percent. The nature of the challenges generated by visibility differs depending on 

whether a company is a producer or a supplier of goods. Producers were most concerned with 

having oversight on how materials were provisioned to their production facilities, while 

suppliers were concerned with visibility over the quality and availability of the products they 

intend to sell. Both producers and suppliers though were concerned with being able to trace 

the flow of materials and/or goods through their supply chain process. 

 
Image: Biggest challenges in the physical supply chain of today. [13] 

AI, digital twins, autonomous vehicles, drones, IoT connected assets such as trucks, trailers, 

ships and harbors are some of the tools currently being developed to cope with the challenges 

of physical transports and the global supply chains. All these techniques are built on the 

assumption that transports are physical in nature and digital assistants are needed to manage 

and execute physical transports. The degree of digitalization of the transports themself is zero.  
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Level 2 – Tier Transport Digitalization  

 

In Level 2 - AM is being implemented in production. Thru parts consolidation number  

of Tiers are reduced. Factories dominates to achieve economy of scale. On the surface it is hard 

to see the change that is going on. 

Industrial adoption of AM  

A problem with AM today is one of materials. Virtually all 3D printers produce objects in only a 

single material at a time, and this constraint the types of objects that can be 3D printed by for 

example a retailer. You could 3D-print a one-piece mobile cover, but you cannot 3D-print a 

smartphone. Many of today’s retail products are complex and require many different types of 

components which require complex assembly procedures to ensure quality. 

Within parts manufacturing the single material restriction of AM is less of a problem. Among 

tier 2-3 the parts are usually produced by a single material such as steel, titanium, or polymers. 

In tier 2-3 the properties and the performance of the part (lighter, stronger, faster) is King. This, 

together with AM technology development, drives the industrial adoption of AM in tier 2-3. 

Hence, for more complex products the transport digitalization is taking place under the surface, 

on tier level 2-3. Consequently, the transport digitalization on this level is on material handling 

optimization within a factory or between suppliers and producers of parts and assemblies.   

 

Figure: AM is currently being implemented on component levels (Tier 2-3) where redesign of components creates 

lead time gains and parts consolidation causes reductions in the number of tiers and transports between tiers. 

Parts consolidation reduces the transport needs between tiers 

Many authors including the interviewed AM practitioners underlines that taking a part and 

produce it with AM without considering the strengths of AM will results in few or no gains at 

all. AM can produce complex geometries that cannot be manufactured using conventional 

methods. A mechanical assembly that would normally have many parts manufactured as 

separate components and then brought together can be additively manufactured as a single 
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unit. The fewer number of parts and fewer assembly steps will result in a reduction in 

transports since fewer parts must be sourced, labeled, and evaluated.  

One of the best-known examples of parts consolidation is GE Aviation, which in 2017 used AM 

to create a helicopter engine out of 16 parts instead of 900 parts. This is an extreme example 

how parts consolidation has the potential to reduce the complexity of products, supply chains 

and transports. But how much Parts consolidation reduces transports, how much costs it saves, 

and the size of CO2 reductions are hard to find. 

Holmström et al has studied how AM can contribute to cost reductions and reduce complexity 

in supply chains. Holmström defines ccomplexity by the characteristics and number of 

products, processes, suppliers, and markets. They found that the implementation of AM is not a 

silver bullet to reduce the complexity of every supply chain, but they contribute with a 

framework that can be used to make such calculations. 

 

 

Image: The supply chain complexity is built up by layers. In this image we a section of the supply chain consisting of  

tree layers: Upstream, Internal and Downstream. First level of physical transport digitalization involves 

simplifications of these Inbound  

 

Also RISE IVF and Martin Kurdve et al [6] has performed a lead time study on AM produced 

parts. With redesign of the part using the strengths of AM such as adding holes, reduce 

material, and mass the lead time was reduced from +5 working weeks to less than 3 weeks.  

The area needs further research to measure cost, time and CO2 savings. This domain 

traditionally belongs to RISE IVF and the manufacturing clusters and therefor some transport 

digitalization effect research can be found.  
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Level 3 – Transshipment Digitalization 

       

In Level 3 the production is decentralized, driven by demands to reduce supply chain 

complexity and risks, meet customer demand, reduce cost and time-to-market and develop the 

business. Long haulage and transshipping distances start to decline as production is moved to 

regional distribution centers. 

Regional production reduces need for transshipping and long haulage 

Regional warehouses are potential places to transform to local production sites. With large, 

open floor plans that are often strategically placed near hubs or customers, warehouses can 

offer virtual inventory services for storing digital designs, as well as real estate for hundreds to 

thousands of various 3D printers all working on custom orders of different accounts. With the 

centralized regional manufacturing a product company can maintain the quality control of the 

components or handle the absence of IP protection mechanisms on CAD files. An IP protection 

mechanism would govern who and how many parts can be printed. 

Companies like PostNord, Amazon, and DHL are pioneering this space, operating “print farms” 

that convert passive storage areas into active manufacturing centers to produce high volumes 

of a desired product per hour, on demand, all the while cutting inventory costs. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: [21] Hawlett Packard 3D 

printers in print farm 

 

Moving the production from a central factory to e.g. a regional warehouses means a 

digitalization of transshipping and long haulage transports. Level 3 reduces not only the long-

distance transports but also the requirements, risks, projections, and dependence associated 

with long distance supply chains. Stepwise localization of the production will cause regional 

logistics networks to expand as more product types can be made closer to the consumer. High-

volume, low-added-value production will most likely remain more efficient in centralized 

factories. The same goes for low-volume and high-added-value manufacturing because of the 

presence of support infrastructure and skills needed for this type of production.  

In Level 3 Transport Digitalization we can see that actor such as logistics providers transforms 

and becomes manufacturer. Or maybe “Logifactures”. And yes, transportation costs are a 
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dominant consideration as they account for more than half of the logistic costs, but in Level 3 

these costs have been rationalized and become irrelevant. For a logistic company that views 

AM not as a manufacturing technology but perhaps as the 5th mode of transport the 

“Logifacturer” relates to other parameters such as flexibility, adaptability, delivery precision, 

demand, and supply. 

Just-In-Demand Production affects warehousing and inventories 

AM does not benefit from economies of scale and is therefore a more economically suitable 

technology for small to medium volume productions. This strength of AM in combination with 

regional production enables business to become more agile and better able to react to 

fluctuations in customer demands. This means there will be less work-in-progress and finished 

product in transport and in stock and less obsolescence of existing stock. Although the cost per 

unit may be higher, with reduced storage and less outdated product, the overall supply chain 

system costs may be lower than that of traditional manufacturing supply chains.  

 

Today warehouse managers and 

retailers must predict upcoming trends, 

weathers, demands and adjust the 

purchase of goods accordingly. Rather 

than trying to figure out how many 

thousands of a product will be needed in 

six months, they can be 3D-printed out 

when an order comes in. AM offers opportunities for new marketing strategies and distribution 

channels. Instead of manufacturers producing products based on forecasted demands, 3D 

printing allows for manufacturing based on real time demand. This results in shorter lead times 

from order to delivery. The supply chain will be much more flexible to accommodate surges and 

fluctuations in demand. 

The 5th mode of transportation  

An effective use of transportation equipment and modes reduces shipping and logistics costs 

including CO2 emissions. From that perspective AM could be viewed as the 5th mode of 

transportation especially in the hybrid scenarios in Level 2-5 of transport digitalization. To 

view AM as a mode of transport puts it in to a logistic context and the same framework used 

today when choosing mode of transport can be used.  

Depending on the type of consignment, the budget, and the speed at which the delivery needs 

to be made, each mode of transport has its own advantages and disadvantages. Sometimes, 

depending on the customer, market or geographical demands and requirements, more than one 

mode of transport may be needed to deliver the goods to their destination. This aspect is 

captured with the levels L2-L5. 
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When selecting the most suitable mode of transport, there are several factors that need to be 

considered. Applying these factors when choosing the most suitable mode of transport can 

easily be transferred to AM: 

Factor for choice of 
transport mode 

 
Description 

Cost of Transportation The cost of transport influences the cost of goods. In the case of AM the 
transportation costs can be minimized depending on the location of the 
3D-printer according to L2-L5 requirements and competence needed to 
produce and assembly the part/product. 

Speed and timing of 
Transport 

The urgency and speed by which the goods need to be delivered, 
influences the decision as to which mode of transport to use. Today Air 
transport is considered as the best option for long distances requiring 
urgent and speedy transport to meet deadlines. Road transport is 
considered as faster than rail transport for short distance deliveries and 
water transport is often not suitable where time is a factor. In the case of 
AM with regional production the transportation time and the availability 
could be a competitive option. Especially in war times or other extreme 
conditions like pandemics. 

Flexibility of the 
transport 

Road transport is today considered as the most flexible mode of 
transport, as it is not constrained by factors such as flight times, shipping 
routes or pre-scheduled timetables. Road transport can operate day and 
night, at personal convenience, to suit all time frames. The same can be 
said about Additive Manufacturing. 

Reliability and regularity 
of the transport 

The reliability and regularity parameters of different transport modes, 
differ from each other. The reliability and regularity by which the goods 
are to be delivered, influences the decision as to which mode of 
transport to use. All modes of transport, land, ocean and air, are affected 
by bad weather such as heavy rains, snow, fog and storms, which may 
cause delays. Regional Just-in-demand deliveries are less sensitive to the 
type of disturbances that the conventional modes of transports. 

Characteristics of the 
goods 

When selecting the mode of transport, the size and weight of goods play 
a crucial role. Land and air transport primarily cater to fragile and small 
shipments. Rail and sea transport are a more suitable option for heavy 
shipments. The same rules apply for AM. 

Safety concerns Another crucial factor influencing the selection of a mode of transport is 
the safety and security of goods in transit. Road transport is usually 
more preferred to railway transport because the losses are less. With 
AM the losses would be reduced. From the safety point of view, sea 
transport is the most risky, as water transport exposes the goods to the 
perils of sea, and the long duration of travel adds to the risk factors.  
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Level 4 – Local production in hubs and retailers 

 

In L4 the transportation distances are reduced further by moving the supply chain closer to the 

consumers. In L4 a network of 3D-printing at the retail, hub or postal stations has been 

established where Just-in-Demand production, customization and personalization are 

integrated parts of the offer.  

Online stores, digital warehouses, and a network of print stations 

 

With the ability to print products distributed on demand, there will no longer be a need for 

finished products to be stacked physically in warehouses. Today warehouses and distribution 

centers (DCs) are primarily used for temporary storage, repacking, customization, and 

distribution of goods. They are located at or near airports and ports to support cargo 

operations.  

A big challenge in L4 is the establishment of the printer infrastructure. It can be compared with 

the development of the charging infrastructure currently being for EV:s . Based upon that a 

rough estimation is that it will take a decade to get the printer infrastructure in place (after the 

technology has matured enough, that might take another decade). So an estimation is that this 

is a possible scenario around year 2040-50.  

A driver for this evolution besides sustainability is that it is costly for companies to store 

produced parts in warehouses with no guarantee that all parts will ever come into use. For 

example, aircraft spare parts have very high inventory cost, estimated to be $400,000 per 

aircraft per year.  

So instead of keeping all the possible products at or near the site where they might be needed, 

the deployment of printers and raw material would produce various products and reduce the 

cost as well. With 3D printing, the necessary inventory shifts to the raw materials (e.g., 

powders or filament coils) rather than semi-finished parts and components. The handling of 

these raw materials is cheaper, safer, and requires fewer skilled workers. 

New Business Models based on Mass-Customization 

There are several examples where products of less complexity, primarily made of polymers 

(plastics), where AM combined with digitalization have resulted in a completely new business 

model with a remodeled whole supply chain.  
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Companies such as Dr. Scholl’s or Superfeet uses a mobile app to scan the customer's feet at 

home and place an order for the customers insoles. The scanning technology within the app will 

then create custom insoles, based on 400 mapping points from each foot. Through this process, 

which takes less than 5 minutes, inserts can be designed to ensure a custom fit for each 

customer. 

After the 3D design is generated, personalized insoles are 3D-printed and delivered to the 

customer’s doorstep within 14 days, for $99 (Example of Level 3 approach). Additionally, 

consumers can use the app to add different designs that suit their personal preferences, to the 

3D-printed insole. By partnering with HP, Superfeet created Fitstations across the U.S. to 3D-

scan and record dynamic pressure mappings to design the custom insoles.  Superfeet also offer 

custom sandals. 

 

Harnessing measurement tools within smartphone, Fitz Frames uses a mobile app to 

manufacture custom fit eyewear using AM. Fitz Frames initially focused on children's glasses 

by allowing them to try on different models, virtually, using the mobile app before placing an 

order. Fitz Frames offers a subscription model for children by providing unlimited 3D-printed 

frames and two pairs of lenses annually. It also makes glasses for adults. 

Jewelry, home decor, personal accessories, lighting designs, sculptures, and statuettes are 

available from online digital start-ups such as Shapeways, Thingiverse, and i.materialise.  

Level 5 – Digitalization of Last mile 

 

In Level 5 All transport tasks to the end-user has been digitalized. Zero human attention or 

interaction is required to perform the transport of the goods from the IP owner to the point of 

consumption. 

The future is here 

Many authors argue that as 3D-printing the flexibility, cost, and usability of the printers 

increases materials are provided in cartridges manufacturing 

is further commoditized manufacturing will  be done at the point of consumption, in homes, 

schools, and hospitals etc. Others will say that the future is already here. Moms are already 

Last-Mile 
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printing out customized Halloween costumes to their kids at home. Both views are correct. The 

difference is scale and volumes. 

Whereas existing consumer-oriented printers are confined to small items made mostly of 

plastic, the advent of more flexible, multi-material printers with electronic circuit printing 

capability may entice many households to own one. At this stage, 3D printers may become as 

ubiquitous as washing machines and laser printers, producing products based on models 

downloaded from the Internet. The Swedish Printer Manufacture company Wematters are 

working towards this vision. Their products are categorized as “appliances” which makes their 

printers already today approved for usage in schools, hospitals and homes. Maybe the vision of 

Wematteris will come true, where manufacturing is done where the customer is and not where 

the factory is located.  

Future will tell. 

How much will JID impact transport and logistics? 

Despite the forecasted step-wise reduction in shipping and cargo volumes there will be a shift 

from manufacturer–consumer distribution to the raw material supplier–manufacturer side. A 

new sector of the logistics industry might emerge dealing with the storage, movement and 

recycling of the raw materials and cartridges which feeds the 3D-Printers. Raw materials are 

still needed as inputs to the production process, even if manufacturing is decentralized. They 

can be delivered in bulk, with minimal packaging and without urgency, leading to less tonne-km 

and cubic metre-km of freight movements. Very little work can be found covering this topic. 

A study at MIT indicates that the adoption of AM and the concepts behind Just-In-Demand 

logistics can reduce supply chain costs by 50% to 90%, this being particularly true for slow-

moving and custom products [8]. The bulk of the savings for traditional manufacturers would 

come from the reduction of transportation activity and worldwide goods transfers. However, 

litter research on this topic has been done and it is hard to find reliable sources. 

An obvious research area is to calculate and measure the effects on the supply chain based on 

the different levels L2-L5. The effects of transport digitalization could for example be 

visualized in a waterfall diagram as below and measured in time, costs, CO2 reductions and 

customer satisfaction. 

 
Image: Potential waterfall visualization of the savings digitalization of transports and removal of physical 

transportation contributes with. This research needs to be done. 
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3. JID contributes to sustainability objectives 

Balance between production of resources and consumption 

The supply chain is the cornerstone in our industrial system and an important link between the 

ecological resources provided by the Earth and our resource consumption. Earth Overshoot 

Day marks the date when humanity’s demand for ecological resources and services in a given 

year exceeds what Earth can regenerate that year. 

 

In 2021, Earth Overshoot day fell on July 29. [8] 

 
To determine the date of Earth Overshoot Day for each year, Global Footprint Network 

calculates the number of days of that year that Earth’s biocapacity suffices to provide for 

humanity’s Ecological Footprint. The remainder of the year corresponds to global overshoot. 

Earth Overshoot Day is computed by dividing the planet’s biocapacity (the amount of 

ecological resources Earth is able to generate that year), by humanity’s Ecological Footprint 

(humanity’s demand for that year), and multiplying by 365, the number of days in a year: 

Earth’s Biocapacity / Humanity’s Ecological Footprint) x 365 = Earth Overshoot Day 

The development of the balance between 

Earths production and mankind's consumption 1970-2021
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Earth Overshoot Day is hosted and calculated by Global Footprint Network, an international 

research organization that provides decision-makers with a menu of tools to help the human 

economy operate within Earth’s ecological limits. 

We maintain the deficit between consumption and production by liquidating stocks of 

ecological resources and accumulating waste, primarily carbon dioxide in the atmosphere. The 

good news is since we created the unbalance between earths production and our consumption, 

we can remove it. One way is to make the supply chain more sustainable by removing waste 

such as over-production, over-processing, dead-stock, and over-transportation. 

Reduce CO2 footprint and global warming 

 

The chart shows a breakdown of global greenhouse gas emissions in 2016, published by 

Climate Watch and the World Resources Institute. It is clear from this breakdown that the 

energy use within the supply chain counting industry (24,2%) and transportation (16.2%) 

account for 40% of the emissions. Road transport (11.9%) where 40% of the road transport 

emissions comes from road freight (lorries and trucks).  

A research article from researchers at Delft University of Technology [5] predicts that additive 

manufacturing could reduce global energy usage by 25% by 2050. This is how they expect that 

JID could contribute to reduce the carbon footprint. 

1. Materials (Embodied Energy) 

The embodied energy within the materials that products are made out of is an important yet 

almost invisible contributor to the total carbon footprint of a product. Embodied energy comes 

from the extraction, purification, production, and transportation of raw materials. One way 

that AM can reduce the materials component of the carbon footprint is by enabling energy-

efficient geometries that use much less material than traditional manufacturing processes. This 

is known in the industry as dematerialization. Reduced materials waste is another potential 

benefit, assuming that the 3D printing process is efficient. 
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Another way in which 3D printing can reduce a material’s embodied energy is by displacing 

parts that would have traditionally been made with a high-embodied-energy material. For 

example, not every metal part in a vehicle or piece of equipment really needs to be made out of 

metal. In many cases, 3D-printed polymer or composite parts can do the job just as well, 

offering a lower embodied energy (and often lighter-weight) solution. 

2. Manufacturing (Process Energy) 

The process energy accounts for everything involved in forming the raw materials into the 

usable product, including manufacturing, assembly, and packaging. When it comes to AM, there 

are many classes of 3D printers, many of which are incredibly energy intensive to run. An 

evaluation of additive manufacturing induced sustainability implications and quantified 

changes in life cycle energy and environmental impact have demonstrated that Additive 

manufacturing is a sustainable manufacturing technology [17]. Despite limited data, the 

authors calculated a potential to reduce the energy demand by 2.54-9.30 EJ and CO2-emission 

by 130.5-525.5 million tons by 2025. 

3. Transportation 

This involves the transport, storage, and handling of the product to the end user. The strongest 

driving factor impacting the CO2 emissions in transport is the modal split. Air freight emissions 

per kilometer are almost ten times as high as the emissions from road freight and over thirty 

times as high as the emissions from sea freight. This means that if 10% of the total weight goes 

from air freight to sea freight, the emissions may decrease with 9.7% or even more depending 

on how much longer the sea distance is. If Air freight for intercontinental transports was sent 

by sea- and road freight instead, the emitted CO2 would decrease with over 70%. Perhaps the 

biggest impact of AM is on the transportation component of carbon footprint is that it will 

make it obsolete. With the ability to produce parts on demand, zero-inventory manufacturing 

becomes possible. Any 3D printer location can become its own “virtual warehouse” of products 

that can be produced on location as needed. 

Circular Business Models 

The purpose of supply chains and value networks are to deliver value. So far in this report the 

value carrier has been a part, component, or a product. But non-physical services are also a 

carrier of value and many argues that Circular Business Models or X-as-a-Service is a more 

sustainable form of delivering values to meet human needs than products.  

Let’s take E-scoters as an example. For the company delivering a product such as a E-scoters 

the driving force is to sell as many E-scoters as possible including spare parts, repair and 

maintenance. On the other hand, a company that provides E-scoters as a service like for 

example VOI are driven by KPIs where they want to consume as little product and spare parts 

as possible, and with minimal repair and maintenance. From a Sustainability perspective the 

driving forces in the latter case will be more focused on reducing resource consumption and 

prolong the lifetime of the product as much as possible. 

The transformation of the supply chain opens several new possibilities that can be connected 

and integrated with CBM. One obvious area to investigate is how circular business models will 

be supported by a new industrial value chain based on Just-In-Demand. 
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Stories from RISE related to AM 

 
Ericsson vill gå från forskning till serieproduktion | RISE 

Siemens Energy vill accelerera utvecklingen av AM i Sverige | RISE 

Volvokoncernen ser fram emot ”spektakulära misslyckanden” | RISE 

3D-printing viktig del i industrins digitalisering | RISE 

Additiv tillverkning möjliggör snabb omställning vid kriser | RISE  

Roboten flyttar 3D-skrivaren ut i gjuteriet | RISE  

3D-skrivare istället för kock | RISE  

Ampoform skapar benproteser från skogsråvara - BioInnovation  

https://www.ri.se/sv/berattelser/ericsson-vill-ga-fran-forskning-till-serieproduktion
https://www.ri.se/sv/berattelser/siemens-energy-vill-accelerera-utvecklingen-av-am-i-sverige
https://www.ri.se/sv/berattelser/volvokoncernen-ser-fram-emot-spektakulara-misslyckanden
https://www.ri.se/sv/berattelser/3d-printing-viktig-del-i-industrins-digitalisering
https://www.ri.se/sv/berattelser/additiv-tillverkning-mojliggor-snabb-omstallning-vid-kriser
https://www.ri.se/sv/berattelser/roboten-flyttar-3d-skrivaren-ut-i-gjuteriet
https://www.ri.se/sv/berattelser/3d-skrivare-istallet-for-kock
https://www.bioinnovation.se/nyheter/ampoform-skapar-benproteser-fran-skogsravara/
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